
DEPARTMENT OF HINDI SHIFT-II 

PROGRAMS ( COURSES) 

We are teaching Foundation Hindi for all UG courses/Degree. All B.Sc. 

and Arts courses like Vis.com., Bio-Chemistry, Bio-technology, Computer 

Science , Psychology, Interior Design & Décor, Statistics, journalism, BA 

Economics, Busi. Economics, Sociology, Criminology and Police 

Administration, Travel and Tourism Management, etc.  are  having four 

semester language . All Commerce  related courses like B.Com. General, BBA, 

BBM, B.Com .A/F,   B.Com. M/M, B.Com.  F/T,   B.Com. Hons, PCA, MCA,  

BCA,  etc. are having two semester language . B.Com. Corp. Secret.  

department have four semester language.  

          We are teaching technical terms of language, corresponding and letter 

writing, making sentences, official methodology of government corresponding, 

basic journalism, Translations, history of Hindi literature, poem, prose , story, 

one act play, with spoken skill of Hindi language in this portion. 

PSO (Program specific outcome)- 

We are teaching spoken Hindi To all those students who does not know 

even basic Hindi .  we have many students who can read  and write Hindi but 

can not speak or communicate properly. As per university of Madras we have to 

conduct seminar, communications and quiz with students for Internal  marks. 

For them we have started this program .  In this way they can prepare name of 

birds, days, month, animals, seasons,  colours, states, countries, poets, Historical 

personality, fruits, vegetables,  rivers, etc. for speaking hindi words, and on this 

performance they gets help in  internal marks.  Some time we are giving 

assignment about this. Especially In this pandemic situation   this method is 

very useful and helpful for new students. 

Academic Activities-  

  We are organising a Grand Inter collegiate cultural program  DARAPAN 

every year to promote the language skill and creativities for Hindi language. 

Students are getting opportunity to learn many things about social services, 

good manner, spirit of Nationalism, brotherhood, helping  tendency,  team spirit 

, and competitive mind by this program.  About 30 to 40 city colleges and  



approx. 350 other college students are participating in this program. We are 

conducting essay writing, speech, Ad-Zap, one act play, solo singing, group 

singing, solo dance , group dance, mimicry, Antyakshary, News reading, 

Traditional Dress sow, Festival sow, etc. events in this program. For 

Transparency ,  we are inviting expert judges from outside. We are giving I,II 

and III prize (Three prize) to winner in all events. The Staff of the department 

are cooperating to all students and trained them. Students are getting chance to 

learn or know about culture, tradition of India, employ mental idea , journalism, 

writing skill, speaking on the stage without fear, music, and team spirit through 

this program.  

  Apart from this inter collegiate program, we are organising seminar on 

recent topic. We are inviting to related expert and well known personality to 

give his opinion on the selected topic. Students are free to ask about their doubt 

to expert, in this program. They  gets a broad field to develop their knowledge. 

They become able to go in deep of subject.  

Apart from this we are conducting inter department competitions at the 

time of HINDI DAY celebration every year.  All Hindi Students are celebrating 

Hindi Day in every September month (14Sep) with many  creative competition 

and enjoying with language knowledge. College is always encouraging to our 

students through this program. College providing many prizes and cash award 

to encourage them. Most probably essay writing, speech, and poetry writing is 

the main topic of this function. Students  gets a large platform to explain about 

their talent. The improvement of language skill in students is the success and 

achievement of this program. And  its no doubt that this is achievement of ours 

or our Department. 

Apart from this our college is giving two –two prizes to winner student in 

Debate and Essay writing every Year at college day celebration. College is 

giving Hindi Books only as a prize. Our college (Principal and management) is 

very much interested to promote Hindi language. Some time We are 

cooperating to all those organisers who are interested to conduct hindi program 

like religious discourses, social welfare, helping to needy  and social upliftment. 

In like this program we and our students are walunteering only to help them 

 

 



E-CONTENTS 

We are have prepare the Notes for full syllabus with co-operations of all 

faculty of Department of hindi Shift-II. And uploaded  as a PDF . In this note 

we have given all short question, big questions, explanations, summary of poem 

and story, one act play, essay, technical words, letters, and translations with 

answers.  Faculty as Dr. Ashok Kumar dwivedi (HOD), Dr. Sunil Patil, Dr. 

Manoj Kumar Dwivedi, Dr. Kumar Abhishek,  Dr. Praveen Kumar Mishra  are 

providing this note to all students through net,whatsap, are in hard copy as per 

the comfertability of our students. We are trying to trained our students for 

examinations   through this notes.      

BEST PRACTICES 

We are teaching Hindi language to many non-Hindi  known students. 

This is a big challenge here. Some students did not get prior training  of basic 

hindi in school level. We have to teach them from basic level, we are doing so. 

We are preparing notes to avoid the spelling mistake. We are conducting 

program for writing hindi to improve the writing. We are teaching spoken hindi 

and trained to students for talking in hindi and communication. We are 

organising seminar, cultural program , and other competitive program to 

encourage the student for hindi language. We are teaching Translation and 

journalism in professional way to our students which is helping them for their 

future and carrier  

 


